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Welcome to Steel Structure Designer 2017
Part of the Graitec Advance BIM Designer collection, the Structure Designer is a powerful all-in-one building
creator capable of configuring a wide variety of building types from simple portal frames to multi-story buildings
in minutes.

This release now enables advanced modelling of complex buildings such as designed with curved and double
curved roofs, automatically aligning the purlins to the supporting curved member. Openings can be placed in
any side or in the roof with supports and cladding can be applied around the entire structure including the roof.
Entire building types with finite configuration options can be saved to a library enabling future structural projects
to be reloaded and quickly adjusted to new parameters in minutes.
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News
Curved roof
This option enables the creation of a variety of structures with curved roofs with automatically oriented purlins.
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Intermediate beams
The new "Intermediate beams" option offers the flexibility to create horizontal beams on any or all sides of the
building with the ability to adjust the section type and its orientation from the available library. .

Openings frame
New options are available in the “Openings” tab which allow users to create frames for all types of openings
including windows, doors and gates. In addition, the “Advance” tab makes it possible to copy the frame to other
locations by specifying the desired number of copies, simplifying the modelling process.
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Cladding
Covering an entire structure with a wide variety of supplier steel panels is now possible and very easy to use.
Simply select the sides of the building or roof where you would like cladding to be inserted and it is instantly
placed, importantly automatically detecting and allowing for any openings.
There is also an option to create skylights in the roof panels and to copy them in the selected directions.

Library
The new library enables entire projects of any configuration to be saved and reloaded making it easy to develop
a custom or personal libraries for rapid future project delivery.
The library already comes with several configurations for the most popular steel structures which can be
instantly loaded from the library or directly from the ribbon, making this application very powerful and easy to
use.
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Improvements
“Copy to all” option
This option saves even more time by allowing the user to increase the efficiency in modelling by copying
parameters from one portal frame/ bay/ level to another with identical parameters.

Different profiles for portal frames
Profile sections for gable frames generally differ to internal profile sections. It is now possible to define different
sections for internal and external elements.
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Eaves purlin

The “Purlins” have been improved by adding an option for an eaves purlin, which is aligned to both purlins and
side rails.

Side Rails
Side rails are defined for each portal, or in the case of a gable wall, per gable post with options to adjust the set
out as required.
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Side Bracings

The improvements for defining Gable walls are carried over to the bracing making it possible to create gable
bracings in this release of the Steel Structure Designer.

Platforms

A new option is available to define a slope of outside platforms in order to increase the range of possibilities,
such as creating a lean-to.
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